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ABSTRACT 
• 
The ~.urpose of this study is l=o investigate· the -behavior of a 
· data communications network operating under a computer controlled 
• 
.. 
sequencing. sys~em compared to the operation. ot the same network under 
. 
scheduled transmission period control·. _The basic,. problem is one of 
. 
assuring the abi 11:ty. to transmit pri-ori ty data under busy line 
conditions. 
. '' '' A proposal is made: to- apply ai. Job Shop ~equenc_ipg rµle to this 
' 
-problem~ The rule is. a composite one of shortest job time, s·lack 
. . 
time, and station load. The criteria used for a perfonnance compar-
ison between the scheduled network and the sequencing rule ·controlled 
.. 
network, is the average line usage for the ·same ratio. of late trans-
... 
mission~ t.o total , transmissions. 
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' INTRODUCTION 
.. Data· communications is playing an increasing role 1·n the opera-
., . 
t:i..on and management of large co;rporations ~ · Data must be·_ transmitted 
· between manufacturing locations and warehouse or. sales locations on 
a daily· basis. · Thus the ·data t:ransmissiori network i.s becoming an 
important business tool. The objective.of this thesis will be to 
evaluate the performance of such a.data transmission network as oper-
\ .. . 
. r ated with a scheduled load compared with the ·performance of the net-
·work when operated under other proposed control rules. 
Network Description 
. . The .data-wnetwork of primary :lnt~re·st will connect a ·headquarters 
location, thi~Jte~n manufactu~ing locations, and seven regional sales, 
•· .. 
customer engineering and warehouse locations. The diversity of product 
' lines· at the various manufacturing locations riecessi tates a_ comple_tely 
-connected network. That is, each location must be ·abl~ to transmit 
data to each other location. 
lVoice grade lines will be used from each location to a centrally 
located switching center which _will cross connect to the called_ party. 
Initial eontact will be established by an operator calling from a data 
tenninal. After the communication-link is established, the terminal 
equipment is switched to a half duplex send or receive condition, as 
. . required, and the data transmitted. Due to the half duplex condition 
~ 
at the terminals,. the transmission cannot be stopped by the receiving 
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- . location • Error conditions are caught by test me~sages and data, 
b'lock or· card co4nt. Transmission can be stoppe<l and restarted by 
· ·the transmitting station lf error is noted at that· terminal. Thus 
actual t,ransmission time· may vary from that for the nominal message 
to twfce that time if a complete retr.ansmiss'ion ·is· l'equired. Data 
C 
is not transmitted to intermediate terminals for forwarding.· All 
transmissions are direct. 
;?·· .... , 
~ 1 
.Priorities 
. A large perpentage· of the transmi tte<Ldata is input to various 
.. 
~ompu:ter programs at the receiving station. Some .of these are in-
puts. for daily batch processi_ng .. to be run at specific times. A· 
priority system attempts to insure that ·data needed is received in 
time for the run. The priority system is effectively a due ·time 
schedule. The ~riorities must be considered non-premptive since 
a transmission once started·can only be stopped by the transmitting 
station. 
Problem Statement 
\ 
nie problem is basically one ·of h~ _to make a telephone call to a 
heavily loaded station without receiving a busy signal. The classic 
. 
approach has been to install more terminal equipment. This solution 
is no longer feasible since data transmission terminals are a. major 
cost item. An attempt must be made to secure a high busy to idle 
time ratio while .all9wing priority_data· to be transmitted before its 
due time has occurred. 
~· 
Beries (3) states that " virtually nothing rigorous is known about 
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of packing is becoming economic necessity ~.. .. an • 
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· APPROACEES . TO . THJ; PROBLEM · 
! ' 
> • This· problem .. of data communicatiop_is· handled in one of ·several 
ways: (1) By.scheduling time periods for each probable transmission; 
(2) By random first come. first serve competition j!or the available 
lines; (3) By store and forward equipment. 
·' Scheduling Problems 
Th·e scheduling method is presently used by a large manufacturing 
company on a nationwide data network. The present scheduling proce-
dure ·is a manual one using a Gantt Chart (21) approach. The scheduled 
. period is the mean of .the expected data transmission time. This 
approach to the transmission problem has several serious weaknesses. 
The data transmission time has a relatively large variance· 'from day 
to day during differ.ent periods of the business month and due to 
transmission error conditions. This variance causes the circuits to 
sit idle when the required transmission tim.e is below the mean and 
schedule overruns or data not transmitted when the data transmission 
requirement is longer than that scheduled. The transmission of data 
for a longer period than that· schec;luled tends to cause a breakdown 
ip the sched~le since an ;0verrun on the line pair for station 1 to 
station 2 will delay the scheduled transmission on the line pair 1 
to 3 and the line pair 2 to 4. Therefore a rule exists that no 
transmission shall be started that·cannot be completed in the re-
. 
-' 
. ....--......._ 
... maining schedule period.. · This problem coul~ be eased if the sche·dule 
were generated daily on the basis of the known data on hand at each 
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, 
; station to be-transmitted, but the varianc~ due to error conditi9ns 
would still be present. 
. .. 
·The second seriotJs objection-to the scheduling approach is due . . 
to the great.difficulty that exists in deriving an opt·imum schedule. 
. \ · ·An optimum scbedule · might be defined as one whi-ch allows time for the 
~ requi-red transmission with the least lost terminal or line time due 
to conflicts during th~ working day. Ailowance.must also be made for 
the transmission of priority data before its due time. 
., 
·A schedule approach to a similar problem is used by the oil pipe 
:line companies who must transmit and switch _transmission on ad control-
led basis (25). These schedules are .. derived by a canplete enumeration 
procedur~ which is hardly feasible~for approximately 200 daily trans-
mission on the 253 transmission pairs of a 23 station network. 
' The scheduling problem under interference conditions might also 
be formulated as an integer program but the problem is too large to 
be run. on a daily basis. Any less of ten does. not offer a worthwhile 
improvement over the present sys·tem. 
Proposal 
The problem might be' treated as one of sequencing against due 
d t id i th t i i · b t b d (n) {n-l) a es_ cons er ng e ransm ss ons as m JO s o e one on 2 
machines were n is the number. of stations in the network. su·ch an 
approach would require knowledge of the transmission pair (machine) 
• 
required to process each job, the expected length of the. Job, and 
. the due time (due date) of each job as 1 t arrives in t!).e .shop for 
' 
processing. The shop in this case is the entire network wi.th sepa-
• 
rate queues forming at each t:enn1.nal. 
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., The. advent of the small fast access digital computer makes the-· 
:,. 
collection of·· this data and the application cf a decision rqle for 
the entire network feasfble. Interface equipment is available that 
can accept 20 incoming telephone calls ·to the. computer· on a real-
,. 
time basis. R~al-time being defined as instantaneous in the time 
. frame of the calling party. 
A computer controlled network might be operated as follows: 
The operator at each station calls the computer from a data 
-
set terminal when he receives data to be transmitted. He e~ters, 
from prepunc.hed cards, h.is station number, the receiving station· 
number, the expected message length, and the message due time. These 
data are filed in a matrix by transmit and receive station ntnnber. 
· The computer maintains a file of idle stati.ons. If both the trans-
mitting and receiving station are igle at this time. '!be operator 
is. told to transmit the message. 1·1 e.f ther station is busy the mes-
sage is held upo Thus· a central que:ue is formed. of all message~ 
waiting transmission on the network. When the operator completes 
a transmission he sends a message completion notice to the computer 
via his data set terminal. The computer checks the queue for mes-
. sages awaiting thes_e just released stations. If more than one mes-
sage is waiting for either of these stations, a queue discipline in 
the form of a decision rule will be us.ad to determine which message 
should be transmitted next and the operators notified. 
~ 
Communication from the computer to each operator may be via 
--voice talk back G>r auxiliary keyboard at his data terminal~ 
.. 
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One of the prim·ary advantages Of s\lch. ·a con·trol .s.ystem is the 
• I 
use of existing telephdne lines for all control func'tions. . These 
.. 
voice lines are used only durin.g actual control transmissions. At 
other times they are a .part of the existing company wide telephone 
· network. 
Decision Rule 
., 
'· 
, The decision·rule should allow better usage to be made of the 
.M· 
·transmission lines while sequencing the transmission in such an or-
der as to cause a lesser number of transmisstons to be received after 
the due time has elapsed.· The st·andard for ·comparison is the sched-
uling system as operated on the. existing company network. Jackson ··(14) 
has shown that, for the si~gle-stage (one machine) production shop 
1: with job splitting allowed, the rule which· minimizes both maximum 
. . 
tardiness· and maximum completion time is: 
'' 
. 
. . 
. Whenever any item. is available for p_rocesstng, assign -tne· machine . 
.. 
to an item ·of · 1east due--time among those fAva:l.lable. "· ·Due time is 
· defined as that . time by which processing must be c~mpleted to· .. ea.ti-S-fy 
commitments. Although the communication S:ystem will not ·allow job 
splitting, the accent on minimum tardiness makes this appear to be a 
I • 
good rule. 
If the objective·. is. to :-mtnlinize· 'the· mean of the completion times~ 
Maxwell (20) states that: 
" The rule which yields the best ordering in this case is the 
J 
so-called·' shortest-operation' rule -- tasks are scheduled in the 
order of -their required. processing time." He conttnues with 
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"The· ·.shortest operation rule also minimizes th~ average 
latenes.s. ti 
A third rule which offers-. a great deal of intuitive app_e a_l in I • ... . 
this ~pplication is to assign the job to the idle stations having < 
the greatest service demand. · Service demand is ·defined as the sum 
,'P', 
-, 
of all transJnission time requirements for which the station is a 
. ' " member o_f. the tr_ansmission pair. The argument being that these are 
the stations which can least afford to have idle time due to inter-
ference conditions. Thus .. t:~ere are three rules which offe·r promise·· ···-
of being a good rule f.or .transmission sequ(•ncing. 
" These rules might be combined in a s.i rH{l e rule with various 
I"" weigh ting ·factors to f onn a better rule. Let k, m be the transmitting 
and receiving stations respectively for a message in the set of all 
i, j messages awaiting transmission. The c:ombined rul'e would- be to 
make the k, mth ·transmissic;,n having the least value of all P.1: .. :ii 
_.J 
The rule is stated as follows: 
.. 
n 
·p· == A(X . )+B(D -x_ ·--.T· .. )-C( ~ xk . k,m 
--K,m T -K,:m: ··now L..J ,J 
ll 
,. E .x + 
m,j 
j=l 
n 
E 
i=l 
xi + 
,m 
n 
i==l 
where: A, a,_ and Care weighting factors. 
X is the minimum transmission time for the !llessage k,m from station k to station m • 
DT is the due ti~e rif the ~jth message. 
T is the time at which the decision is being madeo now 
.,i·- :., ·-
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Since the time of ae·cision is, the same· for all messages, T may be 
. now 
om1tt:ed. R.·w. Conway,·W._ L·. Maxwel, and j. W.,Oldzicg (5) in,a 
recent paper have shown that a compound rule applied to the job shop 
> 
.. 
ha.$ presented significantly better results than any single factor 
· rule. 
The rule· tested·· by Conway, et. al. is (*) -
' . th 
where: ~ij is the oferation slack at time t for the J operation~ 
of the i h ,,job. 
p .. is the processing time of the . th operation of the J ij i th job. 
•' 
B is a weighted coefficient 
.J 
B - b•(~ P1 )r, "blind rare constants for a particular j . 
run and the summation is over all operations in the 
queue from which selection is to be made." r may be 
1 or o. "his a weighting coe;fficient, constant 
throughout a run and Wnq is the ratio of the suni of 
the processing times in the next queue that this·job 
will visit to the sum of the processing times in all 
other queues in the shop." 
This rule is similar to the proposed rule in ·that weighted 
.. 
factors of operation time and slack time are combined. When rand 
h are zero, Conway's rule is the same as the first two terms of the 
proposed rule. The third portion of the rule does not apply to the 
data network since it is a single machine process. 
The work of Conway et.al. has shown that there is an advantage 
t'O be gained, in reducing ·.the fraction of jobs late, thrQugh the 11:se 
. I 
(*) Conway et.al. Sequencing Against Due-Dates pp. F 11-38-400 
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of a· comp<:>s"ite rule. But any rule to be us_ed in the application 
proposed by·this thesis must be kept as. comparatively simple as 
possible to avoid loss of time by decision making. 
Test Procedure 
A model of a· communicat.ion network will be developed and tested 
.·under three condi t~ons. An optimum schedule will be used to test 
t.he trans~ission-- efficiency of the network under scheduled operating 
. 
conditions. That is,for a given set of data parameters, the measure 
of. efficiency will be the hours of terminal usage for a given- ratio 
of late messages to available ·message requirementso 
These results wtll _be compared with those obtained. using the 
. 
same network·under control of the proposed rule. Since the rule is 
a 3 factor one,a ~eries of trials under different weighting parameters 
will be made to determine ·a reasonable set of rule parameters. A -
third series of simulations will show the behavior of the system with-
out con.:t:~ol other than first come first serve obtained by the terminal 
operators caliing-the stations for which they have data. It will be 
assumed that each operator attempts to transmit his priority data as 
soon as possible • 
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MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
..: . . 
• 
.ff"·~. 
•, ·.. ~ . 
.. 
. . 
· The programmed simulation model must be large enough to maintain 
the interference characte·ristics of the propos~d. data network. The 
number of terminals and number of terminal transmissions are determiped 
b.y the exp~ct_ed network usage. A twenty terminal network carrying an 
average of 200 messages in a two shift day will meet a 20 message per 
I 
. termin~l requirement. 
/ Each station will have an equal probability of transmitting to 
• 
or receiving from any other station. This characteristic makes the 
-/] 
.. generation of a schedule feasible •. 
Data 
The data statistics, with the exception of the ~ean message 
--
length, will .remain fixed in all simulations. The mean message 
' length will be varied in order to change the load on the system while 
maintaining the same number of meesages. 
Messages are assumed to arrive at the transmitting terminals with .,. 
negative exponential interarrival times. The mean interarrival time 
will be • 02 hours which allows an average of ~-00 messages between 
0800 and 1200. ·The last message arrival time will have been generated 
·, by 1200, that is the last minus one message must arrive prior to 1~00. 
J 
The due time requirement is simulated by' selecting 25% of the 
,I 
transmissi·ons from a uniform distr~bution and setting a due time of 
1600 hours for these transmissions. All other transmissions will have 
'I 
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a due time of 2·400 hours •" . 
ti • 
' , 11' 
. , 
A- network .operating rule states that ~~1 ~essages not transmitted 
.. 
wi-thin the allotted period ·must be res,cheduled a~.ter normal work 
hours. The model assumes that all messages arriving during a day will 
·be· transmitted· that day.· Ail messages rece·i.ved afte·r their due time· 
(1600 or 2400 hours) will be considered late. 
' 
· · The transmit and receive terminals for all messages are selected 
at random within the following rules: (1). No terminal will be ·assigned 
more than 1~ messages .for transmission; (2) No more .than one trans-·~ 
· mission. will be made from terminal i to terminal j (transmission from 
i to j and from j to i a~e- both ·acceptable); (3) The transmission 
Xiii~ not allowed for no tenninal .can transmit to itself. 
Transmis··sfon Time 
,· The actua1 message transmis.sion tim·e may be greafer than the 
/' 
nominal message length due to errors in transmission which cause 
~ portions of the message to be retransmitted or due to operator delays. 
' 
This delay possibility will be simulated by sampling a normal distri-
bution with mean zero and standard deviation of 1/3 the nominal mes-
sage length to obtain the transmission time requirement. 'lllus the 
" 
actual transmission.time may vary from nominal to·a three sigma value 
of twice nominal. Figure 1 presents a summary of the model. 
Schedule 
) An optimal s~hedule for the model might be defined as one which 
··meets the following criteria: (1) Schedules all possible terminal 
pairs prtor to 1600 hours so that any priority data may be transmit-
ted; (2) Schedules all possible terminal pairs for equal time periods 
I.. 
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. (since a11· are equally l·ike.iy); (3) Leaves no ·ul).scheduled time. 
Such a schedule is shown in Figure 2 as an ... upper· diagonal matrix 
where the elements of the matrix are the schedule periods betweell 
Q800 and 1600. The schedule is repe_ated for the 1600 to 2400 hour 
period .. 
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• Model. Summary 
1. .The transmission network consists of 20 terminals completely 
connected so that any terminal may transmit to any other terminal. 
2. Each terminal may transmit or receive only one message at any 
given time thru half duplex facilities. 
3. Each message (Xij) requires two specific termi'nals (i and j) 
available at the same time for transmission. The transmitting 
terminal (1) and· the receiving terminal (j) are selected from 
a uniform distribution where 1 ~- 1 ~ 20 and 1 ::; j ~ 20, j /; i, 
but the same ij combination is. allowed only· once and no i may 
be selected more than 19 times • 
• 
4. Once any t-ra¥mission is started it cannot be stopped (:QO- pre~ 
emptiveness). 
5.. Message interarri val times are distributed negative exponentially ~ 
• 
between the hours of 0800 and 1200 with a mean of .02 hours. 
.. 
6.·. Expected message transmission time is distributed as a trunca.ted 
normal with mean specified, StJUldard deviation one-half the mean, 
and truncated at zero. 
7. The actual transmission time may be gre~ter than.the expected due 
to error conditions. The deviations are normally distributed with 
mean zero and standard deviation one-third the expected time • 
. 8. The message due times are selected from a discrete distribution 
with probabi·li ty of ;25 of a due time of 1600 hours • 
, 9. The normal day is 0800 to 2400 hours, a 16 hour day. Any message 
with a completion time after 2400 hours is considered late • 
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. , Schedule Used in Simulation 
.. 
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The i, -th Element . the Schedule Time Period J l.S 
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CHJ\P.['ER IV 
PROGRAMS 
·',1 ' 
' ,, 
·=· :· 
.. 
.·•.: 
... .. 
Two basic programs wer.e written for the simulation. These were 
the schedule simulation with allowance for two operating rules,rtnd 
the controlled network simulation which allowed the use of various 
decision rules. The controlled network program was modif~ed, by the 
addition of an operator delay factor and decision rule, to simulate 
operator control. 
Each of the programs has four basic s.ections; the data generator, 
a decision and busy state record section, a network transmission 
simulation~ and a data gathering section. 
' .... 
. ' 
The simulatio11S are of the variable time increment type a~ 
described by Mro Kong Chu ·and Mr. T. H. Naylor (16). All critical 
, 
occurrences, such as, message arrivals, transmission periods, and 
tenninal busy periods, are· known so the- simulations may be stepped· 
from one occurrence to the next occurrence on a variable time basis. 
The data collecting section is the same for all simulations. 
,The data to be collected are, the number of messages per day, the 
number of late· transmissions (those completed after 16:00· or 24:00 
hours), and the actual network line usage. From these, the n1ean number 
of daily transmissions, the mean number of late transmissions, the 
mean line usage pe·r 16 hour day, and their variances is calculated 
for a·100 day simulation. 
Handom Number Generation 
.. 
I. 
Cycling was noted, in the first tests of the data generator 
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18 
section, in the selection of the integer values· for the transmittiµg 
~
and receiving station assignments, so a new random number generator 
was obtained from the IBM System/360 Sclentific Subroutine Package. 
The Programmers manual (13) states that-this routine will produce 
229 random numbers .before repeating. The power residue method of 
pseudo random number generation is used with selected constants for 
the 360 system: 
IBM. states (26)~ "The p,ower residue method has always. passed 
ff 
' these tests satjsfactorily. The tests referred to were: 
1. Chi-square tests for uniform distribution over the interval. 
2. -- Chi-square tests over sub-intervals • 
.;~' 3. lridependence. tests for auto-correlation. 
4. Run tests, up and down, and above and below the·· mean. 
The problem previously noted was no longer in evidence after the 
.change to this generator • 
Schedule Simulation 
A basic difference exists between the,data requirements for 
scheduled Qperation and operation under the rule control system. , r • 
The data to be transmitted under a schedule m~st be available by 
·the scheduled transmission period, therefore all the data parameters 
'-------. I \ 
\_-for a days transmission are generated and stored prior to _the start 
of network simulation. The decision section of the schedule simulation 
consists of the schedule of transmission periods for each station 
pair and the schedule operation rule. The schedule used for all 
transmissions is shown in Figure 2. This schedule wasi read into the 
-~-
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~ 
c ... omputer. from punched ·cards· and stored prior to each series of 
' •" " 
schedule· sim:ulations. 
. ,. 
Both of. t.he two operation rules called for transmitting priority . 
·data (from either of the two st.ations making up a transmission pair), 
fira.t, regardless of its length. If both stations had priority data, 
r. 
' the shortest message was transmitted first. 
The operation rules differed in the tnte:rp.retation of the schedule. 
Rule ;l, which might be termed a nst:ri:ct:0 schedule, says that no 
data can be tr.ansmi tted that has an expected transmission time 
. ' greater than the· remaining time in th:e schedule period for that 
transmission pa:tr. 
J, 
Rule 2· -a1Iows a. more. i,e.nten·.t interp·retation of the schedule., 
lt allows any message lcto·. b,e t,.ransmi .. tted th·at can be a.tarted in the· 
remaining schedule period. 
~ 
·· Figure 3 show~ a simplified bloc,k d1agrruµ. of the sf'"hedule simu-: 
.. lat:t.on ... The critical occurrences 'in tpi'3 ·sc··hedule period are, the 
-availability of a. message, the complet::iqn time for the message, and 
the comple.tion· ttme. of a message started in the previous schedule 
period involvJ.ng either of· tll.e tr~n.sints·ston pairs in this the ·i t:h 
·,. 
period. Since these factors are known ind~pendent of any other 
station pair operation for the 1th period, each station pair may be 
simulated independently during any schedµle period. The program 
simulates the transmissions of each station pair and progresses to 
the next pair for each of the ten pairs. Then the program advances 
-· 
to the next schedule period and repeats the transmission simulation ~~ 
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·ychedule Simulation Block Diagram ·. "'·' 
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U·Dtil all 38 ·scheJlule periods have ~een Siintilated· .... 
... 
Controlled Network 
·The messages to be transmitted are assumed to· arrive at any ti~e 
between the hours of 0800 and 1200 of the simulation day. The inter-. 
arrival rate for messages at any station is negative exponential. 
The simulation is started by the arrival of the first message which 
is transmitted immediately. TQ.e involved stations are listed as busy 
until the completion of this·message transmission. Any message that 
arrives after the first will be transmitted or stored depending on 
... 
the availability of the required terminals. 
, The parameters of the messages that are not transmitted are 
stored in a matrix whose rows are the transmitting station number 
and whose columns are the receive station number. The transmission 
' 
( completion times and associated receiver number are filed ·under the 
transmitting station number. A busy indicator is set for each station 
involved in a message transmission. 
There are two critical occurrences that step the variable time 
.cJ.ock. The arrival of a new message service request and the comple~ 
tion of a transmission by any station pair. 'Ihus at arrival of the 
second message the message cQmpletion time file is searched for an 
earlier completion time, if one is found, the clock is set to the 
earliest and the message matrix is consulted for any job involving 
' these just released stations •. If there is no job the clock is set 
, 
to the arrival time of the message and the involve~ transmit and 
receive station busy indi-cators are checked to determine whethe·r the 
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. 
. 
· message ·can be s·ent. After the last message arr1·va:l at 1200 hours 
, .. , the clock is stepped by completion times only. r 
.-. ,: 
... 
The search for messages 'to be transmitted is limited to the 
rows and columns of the just released stations. Assuming a message 
Xkm from station k to station m, the parameters of any message re·-
quiring either of these two s·tations are stored in either the k th 
th 
or m. rows if these are required as transmitting stations or the 
th th k or m columns if these are required as receiving stations, 
therefore only two columns and two rows are searched for waiting 
mes sag.es. 'file decision rule . is applied for each .message that can 
be transmitted involving either of these stations and the message 
having the least decision value is transmitted. Message search is -·W. 
·limited to two times since there are only ·two newly released stations./ 
The clock is'then stepped to the next completion time until all 
.r messages have been transmitted. Figure 4 is a simplified block 
'diagr~ of the controlled network program. 
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FIGURE 4 
·controlled Network Simulation Block Diagram 
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SIMULATION RESULTS. 
.. 
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Standard Rules 
The controlled network simulation was first run using five basic 
control rules. These rules were: 
(1) First Come First Serve (FCFS). Under this rule conflicting 
demands for the available lines are decided in favor of the 
message that arrived at any transmitting station at the 
earliest time. 
(2) First Come First Serve with Priorities (FCFS-P). ·This rule 
first considers only messages with an earl-y due time and 
selects from these on a first come first serve basis. Any· 
remaining facilities are assigned to other messages, again 
FCF$. 
(3) Shortest Processing .Time (SPT). The message having the 
shortest expected processing or transmitting-time is as-
signed the available facilities regardless of its due time. 
(4) Slack Time Remaining (STR). rhe message having the least 
time remaining between i}ts expe·cted tr.ansmission completion 
and its due time is transmitted. 
(5) Tenninal Load (TL). The message was as·signed the lines to. 
the terminals which had the largest expected transmission 
time queue. Thus the criteria under this rule is the 
terminal load rather than a message parameter. The simula-. 
. 
tion results of 100 days activity under each of these five 
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n 
·rules are tabqlated in.Table 1 of the Appendix • 
,· 
The 
statistics tabulated are the mean percentage of messages· -
.arriving at the receiving terminat ·iate (after the due time 
of either 1600 or 2400 hours), the standard deviation of 
~· ... 
the percentag~ ,. the· mean -number of late messages and standard 
qevi·ati_on, and the mean and standard deviation of the number 
/ 
' ' ' 
of messages transmitted per day during the 100 days. 
\ 
A scatter plot of the number of· late messages versus number of 
_ mess_ages per day was made from the FCFS data to check the necessity . 
of using the ratio as a criteria rather than the number of messages , 
late per day. Thi~ scatter plot is shown in Figure 5. A relatively 
high correlation between these factors is'visible, and might be 
. exp~cted with random· message arrivals at all terminals. The cor-
~ 
relation coefficient of the number of late messages on the number of 
message9- per day was calculated for all simulations since this might 
give an indication of the decision making influen~e of a_ rule on the 
system, while the percentage late indicates the effectiveness of the 
rule. 
The percentage of late messages, standard deviation of the 
percentage, and correlation of lat_e messages on number of messages 
--
per day, for these five rules is shown below. 
Rule 'fJ.,ate crp Correlation 
-
.., 
FCFS 12.1 .32 .80 
FCFS-P 8.4 .30 • 75 
SP!' 10.0 .26 .69 
STR 9.9 .36 • 73 
TL 12.3 .31 • 74 
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·FIGURE 5 
Sca.tter Plot of Daily Results 
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The sample variance,, of a r.atio ·of two random. variablesi as g:l:ven 
· by Hansen, Hurwitz and Madow ·(11) and.used for the preceding statistics 
· is: 
. 
•J 
S2 -r -
-2 
r 
where: r 
2 
V 
X 
2 
Vy 
... 
(v~ + ~ - 2p vxvy>. 
n 
-X 
-
- -
-y 
n 
. 2· 
sx 
= -
}:(xi -· i)2 
-
--2 
X x2 (n-1) 
2 
s· 
-
y 
-
-
-
-
-2 y 
n 
L<Yi - y) 2 
y2 (n-1) 
n 
~(xi - x)(yi - y) 
i y (n-1) --X y 
Although this is not an unbiased estimate it is -a·consistent one. 
.. 
Making the ~assumption that the percentage late s-ample statistics 
obtained from each of 100 days runs·· are normally distributed the 
sample means may be tested under the hypothesis that they do not 
' 
differ. A two tailed test with an a of 5% shows no difference in 
the FCFS and the TL rules. 'lbese rules give the worst value of percent 
, 
late of all rules tested. The lower correlation .74 compared to .80 
for FCFS indicates that the station load rule was changing the order 
I 
of message transmissions but with no improvement in lateness. 
The FCFS-P rule gave the least percentage of late messages 
(8.4) but still showed· a high correlation with the ·number of messages 
per day. The shortest processing time rule and slack rule gave poor 
(i . 
,.1. .. 
.. 
:-.• 
t 
.... 
,,.,.. 
• 
... ~-
-~ ,·-
30· · 
,, 
.ii,,... . ·o· .. 
~ .• 
I . 
. Jt 
~: • ,a, 
results with regard to the percent_-late criteria. The SPT rule-.did ,. .. 
exhibit a decreased variance and a smaller correlation coefficient 
_indicating that the rule was effectively influencing system behavior.· 
'fhe relatively poor results obtained unde~ this rule might be at-
· tributed to the fa·ct' t~at only those messages are considered for 
'• 
transmission which ·have free transmitting and receiving statio:i;is. · 
This is not the case in the "Job Sh.op" where all ·jobs may be evaluated. 
Compound Rule 
. . 
The network simulation was next run with the proposed compound · 
·rule (P = A(Processing Time)+ B(Slack)- - C(Station Load) in order 
: 
to determine reasonable values for the weighting factors A, Band C. 
,. 
An arbitrary decision was made to let B equal 1 and to vary Cover 
J 
an initial range of 10 to 1 and A over a ~ange of .1 to 10. ~ limit 
on the ·available computer tini~ and the length of each simulation 
(.23 hours on the IBM 360-50) restricted the number of runs that 
. . 
could be made, therefore, no attempt could be made to find a best 
combination of factors. 
The results of these runs is tabulated in Table 2 of the Appendix. 
The percentage of late transmissions versus the ratio of A to B was 
plotted for 5 values of C. Figure 6 shows these curves and represents 
the surface of percent late messages at relative values of A, Band 
C. t 
; . 
These curves indicate a lack of sensitivity to the weighting 
factors for values of C = 0 or C - .1 and A from 5 to 15, although 
• y 
the rule with A= 7, B = 1 and C = O indicates a slightly reduced 
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variap.ce. The lack of improvement over various values of .C was not 
unexpected due to. the poor results from the s·tation load rule test • 
. , 
The rule · chosen for comparison with a scheduled. net was 
P = 9 (Proces_sing Time) + l. (Slack) • 
Schedule·d Network 
'111.e scheduled network was simulated under two different operating 
rules: (1) Th·e expected transmission time of the message must be less 
than or equ~l to the remaining-schedule period; (2) The message 
'\.. 
' 
transmission can start if any time remains during -the ·schedule period.· 
• 
The first rule excludes· any messag·e 9ver .42 hours in length ·since 
this,, is · the· maximum schedule. period. The·. second rule · allows the 
J.onger messages but runs the risk of causing ~ priority ·message to 
be delayed for the stations scheduled in the next schedule period. 
The results for the scheduled network under both rules are needed for 
,,· 
comparison with the controlled network since the- first operating rule 
. / 
is that often specified by management while the second is the one 
often followed by the operators. The results of both simulations 
with various mean message lengths is tabulated in the Appendix. 
Operator Control 
The relatively good results of the FCFS-P rule of 8.4% late for 
a mean message of .5 hour compared to the compound rule with 7.4% 
late suggests a third simulation of each operator attempting to send 
his data in order of its priority on a FCFS basis. A mean delay of 
5 minutes exponentially distributed. is allowed for each message to 
simulate delays in operator contact. 'Ibis si~ulation showed 15 
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•I 
, percent late messages for a·mean.-message··of .5 hours. 
.. 
Comparisons 
Figure 7 shows the percentage of late messages resulting from· 
various mean message lengths under the four systems (Rule, Operator 
. 
~nt_rol, Sche·dule Rule 1 and Rule 2). 'lbe data from these. simulations 
is given in Table 3 of the Append!~. 
The -scheduled network, under the operating rule of requiring 
·\.. 
time during the scheduled period .for the entire message exhibits a 
• 
rapid. increase fn the- percentage of I.ate messages as any attempt is 
made to increase the mean messag,a. to values greater than • 2· hours. 
Since the messag_es were normally distributed with standard deviation 
· of one-half the mean and the scheduled period was .42 hours, this 
curve shows t~at any attempt to schedule a time of less than the 
.. 
expecte'd message length plus two standard deviations will lead to _a 
\ 
rapidly increasing percentage of late messages. 
The second schedule rule, allowing messages to be transmitted 
regardless of length provided they are started during the schedule 
period, exhibits slightly better performance at low values of percent 
late and increasingly better performance as the acceptable number late 
~ 
,. 
is increased. 
At a 10% late level the second ~chedule operation rule allows 
a 46 percent greater mean message length. 
The controlled network operating under the compound rule exhibits 
greatly improved performance over both types of scheduled o~ration. 
,. 
The controlled net allows approximately twice the .message length of 
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• 
. the· sirictly scb~dllled network over a l'ange of late messages from · . 
·I% to· 1·0% and approxim·ately .50% ·tonger .mess.ages. than the schedule~ 
'" . 
network under the second ruie • 
.,, 
The operator simulation indicates that an uncontrolled network 
i,s not a ·bad;policy. . . . . The uncontrolled net gave ~ett-.er results than 
either of the schedule systems wit~ a 20% shorter message than the 
V 
Rule controlled net at a level of 5% late messages. ··Figure 8 shows 
J 
the daily mean line usage for the four systems of operation:at 
._,; various percentages .of late messages. The inefficiency of the strict 
schedule operation (Rule 1) is shown by the\ maximum line usage of 4. 7 
hours out of the available 16. 
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Line Usage· Under Various Operating Rules 
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'' . CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The.simulation results-for two scheduling procedures, a semi-
automated decision rule system, and an operator controlled system, 
·have been ~presented in an attempt to answer the questf.on of how to 
increase the transmission line usage of a large data network while 
causing a minimum number of late message transmissions. Given a 
normally distributed variation ~n daily message lengths and trans-
mission times as assumed in the ·model, the following statements can 
~ be made: 
' I. A long term (not daily) stric·t schedule (Rule 1) makes the 
least usage of the available transmission facilities. 
f.. . 
2. A more lenient interpretation of the schedule (Rule 2) allows 
an increased mes.sage length, thus line usage, for an equiv- · 
alent percentage of late transmissions. 
3. The operator simulation indicates that a 50% greater mean 
message length can be transmitted than can be transmitted 
\. 
4. 
f 
under strict schedule conditions. 
The proposed semi-automated decision rule gives the most 
..) 
efficient line usage of the four methods, allowing approx-
imately twice the line usage afforded by the strict schedule 
at low- values of percentage l·ate transmissions. 
·.·· The decrease in percentage of late t~ansmissions (1%) afforded by the 
proposed conipound decision rule and the SP!!' rule, (increase) canpared 
to that of the more simple FCFS-P rule was less than expected. 
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., 
An explanation might be'suggested for this small difference: 
,. 
The decision rules are not as valid for a network as for the 
"Job Sh " i th ti · b t b id d h . op s nee e e~ re JO queue canno e cons ere w en 
making a -decision •. Only those· jobs are considered for which there 
.. ·are. clear transmission facilities. The requirement of two machines 
(terminals) for one job {message) may decrease the effectiveness of 
any rule that does not forcast terminal availability. 
~ The relatively good . ·performance of the operator simulation 
1 
compared to the schedule suggests the following recommendations: 
. 1. That accurate data be collected regarding daily message 
lengths for all station pairs. The"data must be the 
,. 
\,; 
message lengths, not the transmission times. The difference 
2. 
/ between message length and transmission time is primarily 
a function of equipment reliability and not directly control-
lable. 
That only those transmissions be scheduled whicf exhibit 
a low daily variance in message length. 
3. That the station operators e~tablish the transmission 
circuits for all other data on a First Come First Served 
basis while giving local preference to priority data. 
'Dlis procedure should give a worth-while increase in the trans-
mission capability of the facilities at no increase in cost or in-
crease in the expected number of late messages. 
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~· APPENDIX 
-
SIMULATION RESULTS DATA 
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TABLE 1., 
Percentage of Messages Late 
... 
For Various Rules 
.... ,, % cr 
.Rule Late P 
Number cr· Number 
Late L Messages 
er 
M 
TL 
STR 
SPT 
12.3 0.31 24.6 
9.9 
10.0 
FCFS 12.1 
... 
.36 19.9 
.26 20.1 
.32 24.3 
7.4 
8.1 
6.0 
7.8 
FCfS+P 8.4·· .30 16.7 7.0 
.. 
,., 
,, 
:.)(· 
·, 
,,. 
-
200.6 14.6 
200.8 13.5 
200.7 ,13.4 
200.3 
200.0 
~-
., 
14.5 
15.6 
,. 
. ' 
·, ·.• 
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ii. p: % Number Number l' a a .(j (~;: 
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~'-1 
.1 ·l 0 10.0 . 33 20.4 7.6 202. 7. 15.1 • 73 ~{_ . " tll 
.2 1 0 · 10.0 .33 20.4 7.6 202.7 15.1 :~~. • 73 ~ . ~t 
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% Late 
0.8 
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